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There exists a painting by Carol Rama with the title "Vedo ... Vedo" ("I see ...I see", 1966) that shows a series of marble eyes stuck to the canvas and looking at the observer. This picture anticipates the theories of W.J.T. Mitchell in his book "What do Pictures Want?", 2005, that claims that pictures have their own life. Already the psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan asked at the occasion of a sardine can floating in the water, whether not only we look at objects, but also objects look at us. All these statements hint to a paradigmatic change: The shift of vision to observation. The shift was introduced by the advent of photography. Through photography a new consilience started with the observer and the observed because for the first time it was evident that an apparatus was the interface between viewer and object, between the observer and the observed. A third medium was situated between the observer and the observed. Since then an increasingly comprehensive technology of data surveillance and -control, of data storage and -distribution has started.
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